《The Mysterious CEO》
27, 'sFine, Xiao Lan. Tell me, how do you want grandfather to punish
your mother?”
When Elder Lu saw the photos inside the envelope, his expression changed. He went
towards Madam Lu and hurled the photos on her face "Explain".
Madam Lu knew Si Li wouldn't show any mercy, so she had to face the consequence
and she admitted "I did it"
"Father..., Shu Han-You was not in her mind, please don't angry on her" Lu Yaohua
tried to manage the situation. He couldn't allow to let Si Family know his deeds.
Shu Han-You was the name of Madam Lu.
"I did that because this bitch tried to take away the things which belong to my
daughter" Shu Han-You Lu was in enraged and raised her armed to pointed at Lu Lan
and continued "I have not regretted of what have I did. Even if I have to kill her, I
won't regret it".
"SHU HAN-YOU, what are you saying…? Lu Yaohua tried to stop her.
"She is the Bitch, first she came to this house and tried to take away Lu inherence from
Lu Xuelon then she failed. So she now wants to take away Lu Xuelon's fiancé" Shu
Han-You shouted continuously.
"Whom are you saying Lu Xuelon's fiancé, Madam Lu?"Si Li coldly said and stopped
Shu Han-You.
"ENOUGH" Elder Lu was in enraged.
"Father…" Lu Yaohua reminded Elder Lu. Elder Lu was a dilemma whether he took
the side of his unworthy son or his illegitimate granddaughter.

Elder Lu was felt weak and helpless, he turned towards Lu Lan "Xiao Lan, can you…
can you please forget your mother?" a helpless sigh came from him. He was in sulked
that he again failed to protect his granddaughter.
Shu Han-You knew that whatever would happen, Lu Family would never dare to go

against her. Same goes to Lu Yaohua, he knew Elder Lu that because of one person
Elder Lu wouldn't sacrifice the whole family.
"I see" Si Li Chuckled.
"Si Li, this is our family matter" Lu Yaohua stopped Si Li before the situation goes out
of his hands again.
"Family," Si Li said sarcastically.
"Si Li, I warn you to stay out of this matter. You have no right to involved in it" Lu
Yaohua said.
"Then who gave you right to decide whether I would marry Lu Lan or Lu Xuelon. Can
you explain to me, Master Lu?"
"Xiao Lan is my girlfriend, then who are you to decide that this matter is not involved
with me?"
"Who gave a right to your wife and daughter to hurt Xiao Lan whenever they want
only because you adopted her?"
Si Li words were sharp and straight to the pointed. Certainly, he never allowed anyone
to hurt Lu Lan from now on.
"Si Li is right, Lu Yaohua" Indeed, Elder Si would take the side of his grandson.
In the past, Lu Yaohua never questioned Shu Han-You and Lu Xuelon for being rude
towards Lu Lan and insulted her in front of everyone.
"Lu Hong Wei, we both are best friends. It didn't mean that I have given right to your
family to take decision for my grandson and for my family. From now on Xiao Lan is
also a part of my family". Elder SI said.
No one dared to go against words of Elder Si, even if it was his best friend, Elder Lu.
"Fine, Xiao Lan. Tell me, how do you want grandfather do to punish your mother?"
Elder Lu asked from Lu Lan.
Both Lu Yaohua and Shu Han-You were in shock.

